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ABOUT OUR FARM

Lahaina Family Farms (LFF) is a sustainable organic farm located in the West Maui mountains

approximately 4 miles south of downtown Lahaina. LFF is a family-operated 69 acre farm community

with spectacular views. We are looking for self-motivated people that are willing to learn, work hard,

care for their environment, love life, have an attitude of gratitude and are very nice. Over 700

volunteers have been through the farm, so we have a lot of experience with hosting Wwoofers.

Landscapers, carpenters and masons encouraged to apply!

CURRENT PROJECTS:

We provide a positive and safe environment to participate in a sustainable community within an organic farm. LFF is where

a collective cooperation among volunteers creates inspiration to live a self-sustainable and health-conscious lifestyle.  

Think of our farm like a giant puzzle: “Every person that volunteers, places their own unique pieces”

Our main focus including the following:
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LAND RESTORATION01

AQUIFER WATER SOURCE03

NATIVE SPECIES CONSERVATION



A  PLACE  OF  RESTORAT ION

Native plants are the foundation of our

natural ecosystem. Restoring native plant

habitat is important to enhance biodiversity

on the farm. The native Hawaiian wiliwili

trees are federally listed as endangered and

the farm is home to one of the largest stands

on the islands. Protection of these sacred

trees is a top priority at Lahaina Family

Farms.

A  HEALTHY  EARTH  FOR  A  HEALTHY  L I FE

invasive species removal
native plant restoration
dryland forest management
garden tending
planting
harvesting
routine farm maintenance
irrigation system maintenance
building paths
animal care
improvement projects

LFF is a developing farm, so the tasks include
but are not limited to:
 



Oddball Imaging StudioA  TYP ICAL

DAY  AT

THE  FARM

Make bed, pysically and mentally
prepare yourself for the day and
HYDRATE

5:00 AM | WAKE UP +
PREPARE FOR THE DAY

Breakfast will be served at 5:30 every
morning. You will need to finish up,
wash your plates and be ready to work
by 6:00AM.

5:30 AM | BREAKFAST AT
OUTDOOR KITCHEN

This phrase means by 6:00 AM you
must be starting on whatever project
you are assisgned to that day.

6:00 - 11:00 AM |
"SHOVELS IN THE DIRT"

Everything you need for lunch will
be available for you in the community
kitchen. 

12:00 PM | PREPARE
LUNCH

After modules are complete and you
have washed your plates, the day is
yours to enjoy paradise however you
like! 

1:30 - 5:00 | FREE TIME +
DINNER 

After the tasks of the day are
completed you will have time in
between lunch to freshen up if
you choose to do so.

11:00-11:30 | REFRESH



MANDATORY  REQU IREMENTS

 

V O L U N T E E R S  P A R T I C I P A T E  3 0  H O U R S  A  W E E K :

25 HOURS:  HANDS ON LAND RESTORATION TASKS
 

5 HOURS: COMMUNITY SERVICE
 

5 HOURS: TEAM BUILDING AND PERSONAL ENRICHMENT

A COMFORTABLE

PLACE TO STAY
Pack a tent and sleeping bag and

we will give you a safe, dry
secure place to sleep during your

stay at LFF!

WHATS  INCLUDED

3 MEALS A DAY
These are basic meals. You are

more then welcome to help
yourself to the fresh fruit

avaliable on the farm.

AN UNFORGETTABLE

EXPERIENCE!
Come and join us for a positive life

changing experience. Immerse
yourself in paradise while tending

and learning about the aina.

OFFERING  INDIVIDUALS  THE  OPPRITUNITY  TO  BE  APART  OF  A

PROJECT  THAT  IS  CREATED  TO  BENEFIT  THE  ISLAND  FOR

GENERATIONS  TO  COME .  WE  ARE  IN  THE  PROCESS  OF  BRINGING  LIFE

BACK  INTO  LAHAINA  AND  WE  WOULD  LOVE  TO  HAVE  YOU  APART  OF

OUR  GROWING  LFF  FAMILY !  

THE  VALUE  OF  VOLUNTEER ING  AT  LFF

 

LFF  VOLUNTEER  PROGRAM

 



VOLUNTEER  HANDBOOK

RESPECT AND POLITENESS:

LAHA INA  FAMI LY  FARMS

If you shy away from being given responsibilities and being dependable please do not apply.
A typical schedule is five hours a day five days a week. We start early in the morning to avoid
the heat. We want people that are excited and bring individual talents to share with our
community. LFF is our passion and we want to share it with those who care. No negative
attitudes or disrespectful behavior towards any one on the farm. No tolerance will be given
for such behavior. Do not just sit around while others are working. Either help out or make
yourself scarce.

CLEANSLINESS

Volunteers and interns are expected to clean up after themselves in the kitchen, keep their
areas clean, and help with communal tasks like composting, taking out the garbage, loading
and unloading supplies, etc. It’s very important that everyone pitches in to keep things neat
and tidy at all times. We live in a community and being kind and helpful to one another is the
best pathway to positive mental health for the farm and for each other. Do not leave things
lying around. Please close screen doors unless you enjoy sleeping with bugs. Please keep
bathroom area clean out of respect for the next user.

PROVISIONS:

We have many cultures represented at the farm. It is critically important that we don’t make
fun of people, even in a joking way, it will go a lot farther in making everyone feel welcome,
safe and secure. We carefully watch that we don’t send out any unnecessary “negative
waves”. Promptness is a sign of respect for those that you are working with & highly valued
here at LFF. We are living communally and respect to others you are living with is very
important. Try to avoid foul language. We are not a monastery, but too much “foul talk” gets
old and falls under the category of impolite. Do not talk about others behind their back.
Communication is critical and it is very important to address concerns face to face.

EXPECTATIONS:

Accommodations are tent spaces (please bring your own tent). We offer a private outdoor
Hawaiian style shower and restrooms with running water. There is a covered outdoor kitchen
available for volunteers and interns with a gas stove, basic appliances, dishes, cooking
utensils, drinking water, etc. We provide basic pantry necessities and fresh vegetables from
our garden when available. This could be sufficient for three meals a day; however additional
items for your meals will be your responsibility.



SAFETY:

COMMUNICATION:

Communication is critical here at the farm. You will be included in a group text throughout
your stay. It is imperative that you always acknowledge by giving a thumbs up to texts… And
that any time you leave the farm you send that out to the group text or anytime you return to
the farm you do the same It is imperative that you always acknowledge by giving a thumbs up
to the texts… And that anytime you leave the farm you send that out to the group text or
anytime you return to the farm you do the same. Ex. Don’t walk by a leaky pipe or tube and
not tell owner ASAP *Don’t break something and not tell Wwoofer lead/supervisor ASAP

CONSERVATION:

There’s limited solar power available to charge your electronics. Do not waste water, food,
paper products or any other resources provided for your benefit while on the farm.
Conservation is very important in our farming conditions. Please use resources sparingly.

FOOD:

As stated on our Wwoofer webpage, food will oftentimes be basic. If you are wanting
additional items, you will need to purchase them for yourself. We have fresh farm eggs,
papaya, banana, guava, lilikoi and coconut growing around the property and this fresh fruit is
seasonally available. If you have any questions communicate those with the Wwoofer
coordinator before arrival, that goes with special diets as well.  Please label and date all
personal food items in the pantry. This will avoid any hard feelings when someone accidentally
uses your food and will help us keep the pantry clean and stocked for your use. Hydration is a
critical component . If you wait until you are thirsty before you begin to hydrate, it is too late.

Simply put, everything has a purpose. Nothing is menial Yes weeding seems menial. However
doing it wrong can ruin our irrigation lines, and cut your fingers. It seems menial to pour gas
into a weed whacker- However, the last major fire was started by someone pouring gas into a
hot weed whacker on dry grass. Many homes were lost. Starting a pump, weed whacker, or
chainsaw motor may seem like “no big deal”. It is easy to do it wrong and could break a
starter cord or do something that would render the critically needed tool inoperable. Even if
you have a chain saw or power tools at home, it is much too dangerous to let you use ours. It
may seem like no big deal, but a severed limb can really become a big deal.



WHAT TO BRING:

Tent- great place to find a good tent is REI. If you need a basic cheap tent for say, under $50 you can pick one
up at the local WalMart or Target 
Sleeping Pad, for you comforts sake. It is crucial to get a good nights sleep on the farm
Sleeping fleece or light sleeping bag- Nights can be warm in the summer and chilly in the winter months. The
weather on Maui only varies by 10 degrees or so,however the summers seem to not cool down at night as much
as the winter 
Work gloves- these can be garden type or leather. Both work just fine 
Work Shoes/boots – There are a lot of rocks and thorns on our farm and good safe protective footwear is a
good idea and will allow for more productivity 
Hat- for sun protection off face and neck. Sunscreen spf 30 or higher
Small flashlight or headlamp. – There is limited electrical use so nights are dark. 
Water Bottle- hydration is key on the farm. 
Long sleeve work shirt, Long leg light work pants are a good idea if we happen to be clearing invasive plants
from our fields or mountainsides 
Board shorts and swimsuit - Lots of swimming on Maui
Short sleeve and work shorts are the normal attire
Flip Flops- FYI the cheaper the better-good ones can get ruined and generally do
Your own chargers for laptop, phone etc. 
All of your own personal hygiene stuff. 
Any hobbies you enjoy and would like to bring with you to the farm 
INSURANCE it is important that you have proof of such. If none, Lahaina Family Farms is not responsible for
accidents that may occur.

 

PERSONAL TIME:

Many times the owners or family members with partners or perhaps other WWoofers want time
alone. We have community areas that you are welcome to retreat to if you need time alone.
We choose to live a sustainable rustic lifestyle on MAUI…the best place in the world. Lahaina
Family Farms is 3 miles to the closest beach and 4 miles away from the town of Lahaina. Our
volunteers go snorkeling, surfing, hiking, camping or spend time on the property doing yoga,
art, photography, reading, cooking, and learning from others. Surfboards,paddle boards &
other water toys are located in the Wwoof shack thanks to previous volunteers. We want
people that are excited and bring individual talents to share with our community. LFF is our
passion and we want to share it with those who care. We are always willing to give rides into
or back from town if we are already coming or going. The best way to handle this is a
broadcast text asking if anyone is going to town or if anyone is on their way home from town.



HAVE FUN! 
 

This experience is going to be with you for the rest of your life! Enjoy learning from others on the farm and do so
knowing that a great purpose is being accomplished. Smile and get the task at hand done. You are here as a Intern
to live as a family, learn, grow and to get work done. The people you meet are either reflections of a repeated cycle
or guides toward a new start. Notice the difference. We love having people here, and that is why you are here with

us...to do projects as a FAMILY. You are here to learn, share, and absorb an amazing experience. Be willing to
learn. You will get out of it what you put into it. Your activity time consists of your own personal domestic activities

but can also be spent on the farm doing things that you want to learn or contribute. Activity time also includes
things like-camping, exploring, surfing, and enjoying our beautiful island. There is no place better than Maui,

Hawaii! We say; “Maui No Ka Oi” Give feedback of the farm. 
 

During your stay or after let us know what you liked, what you didn’t like and we will be able to talk to you about it or
help you understand why things are the way they are.  

 
**Sign the last page of this handbook and return to the woofer coordinator upon arrival to the farm. Please DO Not

arrive without this being complete.  
Mahalo!  LAHAINA FAMILY FARMS 

 
 

Acknowledgement: I ________________________________________________, Have read and acknowledge the
above Volunteer Guidelines Handbook. I agree to contribute the hours necessary for my stay at the farm. If I have
any questions, I will bring them to the attention of the staff. If unable to adhere to the farm rules, I understand that I

may be asked to leave at any time. Dated: _______________ 
 

Signed:_______________________________________________________    

No foreign animals on the farm.

No guests to the farm unless approved by owners, and then just for the purpose of an escorted farm tour

No drinking alcohol on the farm.

Never any marijuana use on the farm. If you do not have a current State of Hawaii medical card please do

not come to the farm under the influence. 

Don't be a sneaky-be

DO NOT drive or ask to drive any of the farm vehicles. 

On occasion we have people on our farm that have vehicles… Never… Never… Never ask if you can borrow

one of their cars. 

Please do not “jump” on an ATV and think it is ok...It is not

NON NEGOTIABLE FARM RULES:
 

       


